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Abstract

Background: Low-educated patients are disadvantaged in using questionnaires within the health care setting because most health-related questionnaires do not take the educational background of patients into account. The Dutch Talking Touch Screen Questionnaire (DTTSQ) was developed in an attempt to meet the needs of low-educated patients by using plain language and adding communication technology to an existing paper-based questionnaire. For physical therapists to use the DTTSQ as part of their intake procedure, it needs to generate accurate information from all of their patients, independent of educational level.

Objective: The aim of this study was to get a first impression of the information that is generated by the DTTSQ. To achieve this goal, response processes of physical therapy patients with diverse levels of education were analyzed.

Methods: The qualitative Three-Step Test-Interview method was used to collect observational data on actual response behavior of 24 physical therapy patients with diverse levels of education. The interviews included both think-aloud and retrospective probing techniques.

Results: Of the 24 respondents, 20 encountered one or more problems during their response process. The use of plain language and information and communication technology (ICT) appeared to have a positive effect on the comprehensibility of the DTTSQ. However, it also had some negative effects on the interpretation, retrieval, judgment, and response selection within the response processes of the participants in this study. No educational group in this research population stood out from the rest in the kind or number of problems that arose. All respondents recognized themselves in the outcomes of the questionnaire.

Conclusions: The use of plain language and ICT within the DTTSQ had both positive and negative effects on the response processes of its target population. The results of this study emphasize the importance of earlier recommendations to accompany any adaption of any questionnaire to a new mode of delivery by demonstrating the difference and equivalence between the two different modes and to scientifically evaluate the applicability of the newly developed mode of the questionnaire in its intended setting. This is especially important in a digital era in which the use of plain language within health care is increasingly being advocated.

(J Med Internet Res 2018;20(4):e140) doi:10.2196/jmir.7940
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Introduction

Background
It is widely known and accepted that patient-centered care has the potential to increase the effectiveness of health care in general [1]. Unfortunately low-educated patients are not always able to benefit from a patient-centered care approach. A possible explanation for this can be found in the fact that patient-centered care demands of patients to take an active mutual partnership in the patient-provider interaction [2,3]. Patient-centered care puts a relatively strong emphasis on communication and information and takes the patient’s perspective as a starting point [4,5]. Low-educated people have trouble providing information about their health problems to health care professionals. It is often hard for them to determine which information their health care provider (HCP) needs. The majority of them lack the health care vocabulary to report symptoms accurately, and they tend to provide information in a way that is illogical and difficult to comprehend by their HCP [6]. Having trouble providing information causes problems in patient-provider interaction, which impacts health outcomes negatively [7]. Evidence shows that the use of standardized health-related questionnaires contributes to the quality and patient centeredness of patient-provider interaction [8-13]. However, as most health-related questionnaires are not designed in ways that meet the needs of low-educated patients, these patients are disadvantaged in using them effectively within the health care setting [11-13]. In 2016, 9.5% of the Dutch population in the age range of 15 to 75 years had an educational level of primary school at most [14]. These people specifically are at risk when it comes to understanding and using health information [15]. If low-educated patients would be able to complete standardized health-related questionnaires independently and accurately, this might help them to provide relevant information on their health problem in a way that is logical and understandable to their HCP.

The content of the most frequently used questionnaire in Dutch physical therapy practice [16], the Patient Specific-Complaint (PSC) questionnaire [17], fits the goal of helping patients to provide relevant information regarding their health problem to their physical therapist. It is aimed at making the patient select his main limitations in functioning and formulate his own specific treatment goals. This paper-based questionnaire is responsive and sensitive to change to complaints that are highly relevant to the individual patient [17,18]. However, all members of the Dutch study sample of a recent study on the PSC questionnaire had problems completing it independently. All these 25 respondents, whose education levels varied from primary education to doctoral degrees, had trouble comprehending and interpreting one or more parts of the questionnaire. Six of them had difficulties finding a well-fitting answer to one or more questions. Due to these problems, the questionnaire generated invalid information in thirteen cases. Within the group respondents who provided invalid information, patients with no or primary education only were overrepresented [19].

The Dutch PSC questionnaire [17] was used as a starting point for the development of a user-friendly health-related questionnaire that meets the needs of low-educated physical therapy patients. This aim was met by using plain language and taking advantage of the possibilities of information and communication technology (ICT) by offering alternatives to text (eg, audio, pictures, and movies), self-explanatory scales, and easily accessible background information on the questionnaires rationale. This resulted in the prototype of a new interactive questionnaire called the Dutch Talking Touch Screen Questionnaire (DTTSQ). The codesign process that led to the development of this prototype was described in detail by Cremers et al in 2015 [20].

Objective
The aim of this study was to get a first impression of the validity of the prototype of the DTTSQ by analyzing the response processes of patients with diverse levels of education. The research question that underlay this study was, “What problems occur during the response process of physical therapy patients with diverse levels of education while they complete the Dutch Talking Touchscreen Questionnaire?”

Methods

Design
A qualitative study was conducted. The Three-Step Test-Interview (TSTI) method [21] was used to collect observational data on actual response behavior of the respondents. The interviews included both think-aloud and retrospective probing techniques. Qualitative pretesting of questionnaires using cognitive methods such as the TSTI [21] is a well-known step within the development process of health-related questionnaires [22-25]. It enables researchers to give answers to questions such as the following: do all respondents understand the questions in the same way, do the questions ask for information that the respondents have and can retrieve, and does the wording of the questions provide respondents with all necessary information they require to be able to answer them in the way that was intended by its developers [22]? 

Device
The DTTSQ was developed during a user-centered design process [20], which meant that low-educated persons were closely involved in designing the questionnaire. As a result, questions about pain location and pain intensity were added to the original questions that addressed the nature and severity of limitations in activities of daily living and the priority in which these limitations should be focused during physical therapy. Needs regarding ease of use were met by the use of visual (pictures and videos) and auditory (speech) support, which was added to the questions. Respondents could insert their answers by tapping on the touch screen. The DTTSQ started with an
introductory video clip in which a host explains the purpose of the questionnaire and gives instructions on how to use the questionnaire (see Multimedia Appendix 1, screenshot 1 “Welcome”). All the questions were shown on separate screens. The application did not have a back function, so respondents could only move forward. After the first three questions, a new clip was shown to introduce and operationalize the term “activities” and to give instructions on an additional navigation function within the activity screens (see Multimedia Appendix 1, screenshot 6 “Activities”). The questionnaire finished with a video clip in which the host thanked the respondent for completing the questionnaire, explained what the physical therapist would do next, and announced that the questionnaire would end and close down automatically (Multimedia Appendix 1, screenshot 16 “Thank you”). To help patients keeping track of their answering process, overviews of their answers were shown regularly during the response process (see Multimedia Appendix 1; screenshot 5 “Overview location of the health problems,” screenshot 8 “Overview activities,” screenshot 10 “Overview most important activities,” screenshot 14 “Overview most important activities and effort,” and screenshot 15 “Overview all outcomes of the questionnaire”). For respondents who needed help or wanted more information on questions and/or answering options, a help function was provided. When the help function was activated, the question and answering options, as well as instructions on operation and background information on the questions, were given in spoken word [20].

Recruitment Strategy and Participants

Recruitment took place in eleven primary care practices in deprived areas of Utrecht, The Netherlands. Potential participants were invited by their physical therapists to participate in this study. The physical therapists shortly explained the goal of the study and provided the patient with an information letter that was written in plain Dutch language. If patients were interested, the physical therapist asked permission to give the patients’ telephone number to researcher IT. Then researcher IT (1) Contacted the patient by telephone, (2) Again shortly explained the aim of the study, (3) Made sure the patient understood what was asked of him/her, (4) Answered any question the potential participant may have had, and (5) Checked the inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria for participants were as follows: aged 18 years or older, Dutch as their first language, and both parents born in The Netherlands. The sampling procedure was aimed at getting a broad variation in levels of education and age, plus balance in our sample regarding gender. Throughout the recruitment process, the recruiting physical therapists were constantly kept informed about the profiles of participants the researchers were looking for. In total, 24 physical therapy patients were included in this study. Characteristics of study population can be found in Tables 1 and 2.

Data Collection and Procedures

Data collection took place at the respondents’ homes or at the physical therapy practice of the respondent’s physical therapist. The choice of location depended on the preference of the respondent. Two researchers were present (researchers IT and JS). Researcher IT conducted the interviews. When researcher JS missed information, she asked complementary questions.

The TSTI method was conducted as follows [21]:

Step 1

Researchers IT and JS observed each respondent as they completed the DTTSQ while thinking out loud. This step was aimed at collecting observational data regarding the respondent’s response behavior. The data collected consists of two types: (1) observations of respondent’s behavior and (2) think-aloud data. The data were recorded in the form of videotapes as well as audiotapes for later analysis and real-time notes by the researchers for use during the interview itself and later analysis. The researchers wrote their notes down on hardcopies of print screens of the DTTSQ.

Step 2

After the respondent finished completing the DTTSQ, researcher IT conducted an in-depth interview to clarify and complete the observational data. During this step, researcher IT only focused on those actions or thoughts she felt not fully informed about or were not fully clear to her. This step was aimed at filling gaps in the observational data and check information.

Step 3

During the final step, researcher IT conducted a semistructured interview aimed at eliciting experiences and opinions of the respondent. In this part of the interview, the respondent was stimulated to add secondary data such as accounts and reports of feelings, explanations, preferences, recommendations, etc. Researcher IT asked the respondent to paraphrase questions and to explain in his own words how he interpreted the question and why he behaved as he did in response to the question, he was asked what he thought the exact nature of the problem was and why he behaved as he did in response to the question. He also was asked for suggestions for improvement of the question in terms of wording, layout, instructions, etc. Additionally, the respondent was asked to describe his health problem(s) and treatment goal(s) in his own words. Comparing these descriptions to the respondent’s responses to the questionnaire during step 1 of the TSTI provided useful information as indicators of the validity of the data collected by the DTTSQ. Finally, the respondent was asked if he recognized himself in the outcomes of the questionnaire that were shown at the end of the questionnaire (see Multimedia Appendix 1, screenshot 15 “Overview all outcomes of the questionnaire”). After the TSTI was finished, researcher IT collected the demographic data through a brief structured interview.

Table 1. Characteristics of the respondents subdivided according to their level of education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Low-educated&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; respondents (n=6)</th>
<th>Moderately educated&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; respondents (n=13)</th>
<th>Highly educated&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; respondents (n=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (range), years</td>
<td>65.8 (47-79)</td>
<td>50.5 (18-73)</td>
<td>56 (32-76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Low means no education or primary education.<br>
<sup>b</sup>Moderately means lower secondary education, (upper) secondary education, or postsecondary nontertiary education (including vocational education).<br>
<sup>c</sup>Highly means tertiary education (bachelor’s degree or higher).

Table 2. Characteristics per respondent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Educational level&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Last occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jerome</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Truck driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Cleaning lady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Cleaning lady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Home painter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dora</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Cleaning lady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilene</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Cleaning lady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jude</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joline</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Photographer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Graphic designer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Nurse for mentally disabled people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Domiciliary care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Saleswoman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francine</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Administrative officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Project coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Cashier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Home painter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Order picker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Administrative officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Management assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helga</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Management assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harald</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Financial controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernie</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Lecturer chemistry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Low refers to no education or primary education; moderate refers to lower secondary education, (upper) secondary education, or postsecondary nontertiary education (including vocational education); and high refers to tertiary education (bachelor’s degree or higher).

Data Analysis

Data were analyzed using a thematic content analysis approach [26]. Four types of data were analyzed: (1) video recordings of the first two steps of the interview, (2) Dutch transcriptions of the third step of the interview, (3) observed respondent behavior in field notes, and (4) background information regarding the educational level, age, gender, and occupation of each respondent. Researcher MW started with open coding, coding all fragments of the twenty-four transcripts of step three of each interview using MAXQDA 10 of VERBI Software GmbH, Berlin.

The codes and fragments of seven randomly selected transcripts were validated by two peer researchers by independently coding each transcript with the coding scheme developed by researcher
MW. Differences in fragmentation or coding were discussed during consensus meetings.

To get more familiar with the data and to create an overview, researcher MW made a descriptive summary of each case on the basis of all four types of generated data after she finished open coding. Each summary contained all emerging themes regarding problems that occurred during the four phases of the response process as described by Tourangeau: (1) comprehension: (a) comprehension of text and wording and (b) interpretation of the meaning of the text, (2) retrieval: gathering relevant information, (3) judgment: assessing the retrieved information to judge its adequacy in relation to the meaning of the question, and (4) response selection: selecting the best fitting answering option [27]. The emerged themes in the summaries were supplemented with related field notes and background information regarding the educational level, age, gender, and occupation of the respondent. Then researcher MW listed all emerging “themes” from the descriptive summaries regarding problems that arose during the four steps of the response process. She established which themes recurred or were common and which were less common or stood alone. Then she structured the earlier created coding scheme by arranging all open codes by labeling them as, “problem with comprehension,” “problem with interpretation,” “problem with retrieval,” “problem with judgment,” or “problem with response selection.”

The following step in analyzing the data was comparing the description of the limitations in functioning and treatment goals described by respondents during the semistructured interview (interview step 3) to the answering options the respondent selected in the DTTSQ during the think-aloud phase of the data collection (interview step 1). If the chosen answer during step 1 did not fit the description in step 3, researcher MW closely watched the video again to see which actions or thoughts during the four steps of Tourangeau [27] during the response process of the question led the respondent to select the chosen answering option.

As a last step, researcher MW compared the analyzed interviews of low, moderately, and highly educated respondents to see whether or not the problems that occurred during the response processes differed between these groups of respondents. Transcripts were made in Dutch language. Only quotes used in this paper were translated from Dutch to English by researcher HW, who is a bilingual speaker. During the whole course of the study, procedures and results were checked and discussed with researchers HW, MJW, and WD.

**Ethics**

No external funding was received by the Utrecht University of Applied Sciences to conduct this study. The study was registered with the Medical Ethics Commity of the Academic Medical Centre of Amsterdam, which declared that it does not fall under the scope of the “Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act.” The study was conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. All respondents provided written informed consent. The respondents names used in this paper are all fictitious to protect their privacy.

**Results**

**Encountered Problems**

Of the 24 respondents, 20 encountered one or more problems during their response process. Low-educated Michelle and moderately educated Christine, Lydia, and Sandra did not encounter any problem. All members of the total study population stated that they recognized themselves in the overall outcomes of the questionnaire. Bernie stated:

*If I would have developed this questionnaire so it would have fitted my health problem I would have done it differently. Instead of selecting specific points on the body chart, for instance, I would have enabled people to select regions. In my case that would have enabled me to select the whole lower part of my body instead of a few specific points in it. But even though I would have done it differently, I recognize myself in the summary of my limitations in functioning. That is mainly due to the pictures of the activities in which I am impaired. When I look at all the outcomes as a whole, it is right. I recognize my own health situation.*

Most problems concerned interpretation of questions and answering options. Questions 1 and 4 generated the most problems. Question 3 generated no problems at all (see Table 3).

**Problems With Comprehension of Text and Wording, and Interpretation**

There were no problems with comprehension of text and wording. A total of 13 respondents of all educational groups encountered problems with interpretation. Ronald and Bob encountered this problem with three questions and Helga and Jerome with two different questions. The other 9 respondents encountered this problem with one question.
Table 3. Number of respondents having problems per question for each step of the response process. Hyphen indicates nonapplicability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question or assignment</th>
<th>Comprehension problems</th>
<th>Interpretation problems</th>
<th>Retrieval problems</th>
<th>Judgment problems</th>
<th>Response selection problems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Do you have pain? (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 2 “Pain”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tap on the location of your health problem. You can tap on multiple locations. (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 3 “Location of the health problem”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This is the location of your pain. Rate the severity of your pain on the scale below. (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 4 “Pain severity”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Select the activities in which you are impaired. (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 7 “Activity Lying”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Select the three activities which are most important to you. (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 9 “most important activities”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Select the activity which is most important to you. (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 11 “Most important activity 1”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Which of these two activities is most important to you now? (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 12 “Most important activity 2”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Rate the effort it takes to carry out this activity. (Multimedia Appendix 1: screenshot 13 “Effort activity 1”)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Interpreting Pictures**

A total of 7 respondents interpreted pictures that were used as answering options in question 4 differently than was intended by the developers of the questionnaire. Ilene, for instance, selected “dressing and undressing” (Figure 1) and going to the toilet (Figure 2) because the way in which the person in the picture carried out the activity and the context in which he did it were different from theirs. This is illustrated in the following conversation:

Ilene:

I selected “dressing and undressing” because the person on the photo is standing up while he is dressing himself. I cannot do that. I have to sit down.

Interviewer:

Would you have selected this activity if the person on the photo was sitting down while he dressed and undressed himself?

Ilene:

No, because that is no problem for me. That is the way I do it. It is the same with going to the toilet. I selected that photo because the person on the photo does not use the support arms while he is using the toilet.

Interviewer:

Would you have selected the photo if he would have used the support arms?

Ilene:

No of course not! I do not have any problem going to the toilet because I have these support arms. I have everything I need in my house.

**Interpreting Categories**

The answering options in the form of pictures of question 4 were put into eight different activity categories. These categories were shown on eight separate screens. The use of categories influenced the response process of two respondents negatively. Rose, for instance, recognized her impairment in the activity “reaching for something above the head,” but did not select it:

I really was in great doubt with “reaching!” Because I thought: yes indeed that is problematic for my shoulder so I should select that activity. But the activity was placed in the category “standing” which I associated with using the legs and back, not with arm movements. In hindsight I probably should have selected it, but when I was completing the questionnaire I chose not to.

**Interpreting Plain Language**

Six respondents misinterpreted question 2 “Do you have pain?” Four of them mentioned the short and simple way in which the question was formulated as the reason for this misinterpretation. All six respondents selected the answer “no,” whereas in fact they were seeking help with their physical therapist because of pain complaints. Henry stated:

Well I am not in pain at this moment. But when I go photographing I take long walks carrying heavy lenses. And then my hip hurts sometimes. This is something my physical therapist needs to know because it should be the aim of the treatment. But I interpreted the question as “are you in pain at this moment.” And that is why I answered “no.” The sentence, the question, is very short. It is not specific enough. It should have said: “Are you in pain during certain activities” or something.
Figure 1. Activity: "dressing and undressing".

Figure 2. Activity: "going to the toilet".
Differences in Professional and Layman Interpretations

Although “getting up and sitting down” and “getting in and out of a car” are different activities from a physical therapist’s perspective, these are very similar movements from the perspective of moderately educated Bob, who stated:

Well “getting up and sitting down” and “getting in and out of a car” are kind of the same activities to me. So it is hard for me to say which one is more important in answer to question 6 and 7. I know I selected “getting in and out of the car” as the most important activity when I was completing the questionnaire. But when I would have to choose again I would go with “getting up and sitting down,” because that is more generic and therefore it occurs more frequently in daily life.

Interpreting the Numeric Rating Scale

Low-educated Dora and Ronald scored the numeric rating scale of question 8 backwards. They interpreted 10 as “no effort” and 0 as “the most effort possible.”

Problems With Retrieval

A total of 7 respondents of all educational groups had problems retrieving information during their response processes.

Lack of Retrieval Because of the Form of Answering Options

A total of 4 respondents did not retrieve information because of the lack of answering options. They looked at the body chart of question 2 and the pictures of question 4 and searched their memory for any health problems related to the answering options. As a result, existing health problems that were not associated with the given answering options were not retrieved from memory. After Harald finished completing the questionnaire, he told the researcher that he was impaired in pulling objects, which is not a given answering option in question 4. Harald stated:

I did not miss it while I was completing the questionnaire. I probably thought that that picture would come later or in another category or something. I don’t know. I did not really notice that it wasn’t there.

Lack of Retrieval Because of Memory Issues

In three cases, the root of the problem seemed to be a memory issue, which was not related to the content or form of the questionnaire. Ellen, for instance, described to the interviewer why she selected the activities “lifting” and “carrying” in answer to question 4. During this description, her recollection of the health problem became clearer. This made her realize in hindsight that “picking something up from the floor” would have been a better answer.

Problems With Judgment

A total of 9 respondents of all educational levels encountered problems with judgment.

Retrieved Information Judged as “Adequate to Answer the Question” Was Not Related to Physical Therapy (Anymore)

All 8 respondents indicated health problems that were not part of their treatment goal for physical therapy (anymore). Bob, for instance, indicated on the body chart that he had pain in his neck and shoulders, and he had low back pain. During the interview, he told the researcher that his neck and shoulder pain were chronic and existed for many years now. He did not believe it would be of any use for the physical therapist to put effort into trying to ease this pain. Therefore, it was not a part of his treatment goals. He was seeking help from his physical therapist for his acute low back pain.

Problems With Response Selection

A total of 8 respondents of all educational levels had problems with response selection. Bernie encountered this problem with two different questions of the questionnaire.

Not Able to Select the Right Answering Option Because These Options Do Not Match the Respondent’s Response to the Question

All 8 respondents had problems with response selection because the response items did not match their answer(s). Bernie for instance had a complaint that was not “touchable” or located at a particular part of the body. But he was forced to place a dot on the body chart to be able to go on to the next question. Bernie stated:

This is not right at all! It says: “tap on the location of your health problem.” But then one has to be able to locate his complaints. I can’t. The way I walk does not feel normal to me, it does not feel the way it used to feel. I cannot say that I feel it “in my legs.” It really is the movement itself that feels “off.” I go to the physical therapist to find out what causes this. So at this moment I don’t know where the root of the problem is located. Because I am forced to point out a location and the legs are clearly involved in walking. I have put a dot on the legs. But it is just not right. I mean, when I would have had pain in my hand I could have answered this question. If I would have felt it in my foot I would have tapped on the foot. But in my case it is about the movement...

Discussion

Principal Findings

Of the 24 respondents, 20 encountered one or more problems during their response process. No problems were experienced with comprehension of text or wording. Most problems arose with (1) Interpretation of pictures and plain language, (2) Respondents not retrieving health problems that were not associated with the given answering options, and (3) Respondents judging retrieved health problems as relevant, with (1) Interpretation of pictures and plain language, (2) Not able to select the right answering option because these options do not match the respondent’s response to the question, and (3) Problems with response selection. Although these were not related to their physical therapy treatment goals, No educational group in this research population stood out from the rest in the kind or number of problems that arose.
Despite the fact that 20 respondents did not respond to each question in the way that was intended by its developers, all respondents recognized themselves in the outcomes of the questionnaire shown in a screen summary.

Comparison With Prior Work
The clarity of text and wording seems to be better in the DTTSQ than in the PSC questionnaire [17], which was used as a starting point for development. In the study on the response process of the PSC questionnaire, “comprehension” and “interpretation” were put together into one category called “problems with reading and comprehending the questionnaire” [19]. Due to the way in which the data was collected in the PSC questionnaire study (lacking a think-aloud component), even in hindsight it is not always possible to determine if the source of each “problem with reading and comprehending the questionnaire” was comprehension or interpretation. This makes the PSC questionnaire and DTTSQ studies not fully comparable in this respect. Still, little over half of the respondents in the DTTSQ study versus all respondents in the PSC questionnaire study had comprehension and/or interpretation problems.

Invalid answers were reported in 52% (13/25) of the Dutch subjects in the PSC questionnaire study [19]. In this study, the percentage of respondents that gave one or more invalid answers was much higher: 83% (20/24) cases. Again the data of these two studies are not fully comparable. The PSC questionnaire study did not contain a think-aloud component. Having a think-aloud component in a study tends to add data on validity of answers, while at the same time there is no loss of data in comparison to studies without a think-aloud component [21]. This may be an explanation for the considerable difference between the amount of invalid answers found between the two studies.

Except for the problems caused by the use of plain language, using pictures as answering options and showing questions on separate screens without a back function, the problems found in this study were not new or exclusive for the DTTSQ. Problems such as “differences in layman and professional perspective” and “memory issues” are commonly seen in comparable studies and well documented in Tourangeau’s book “The Psychology of Survey Response” [23,24,27,28].

Problems Caused by the Use of Plain Language
Four out of 6 respondents that misinterpreted question 1 of the DTTSQ “Do you have pain” mentioned the short and simple formulation of this question as the root of the problem. The formulation of question 1 and the layout of the screen on which it was shown was in line with the “European Easy-to-Read Guidelines” [29]. With the formulation of this question, however, the developers of the questionnaire may not have done enough justice to the complex concept of pain. It may be necessary to provide more detailed background information on the purpose and focus of the question [30]. Considering that understanding spoken language is easier to people than understanding written language [31], it might be recommended to add information by using a voice-over. In this way, information on the purpose and focus of the question and/or answering option(s) can be given without making the reading task more difficult [32].

Problems Caused by the Design of the User Interface
Use of Pictures
In addition to plain language, pictures were used to contribute to the comprehensibility of the questionnaire. Respondents’ interpretation of the pictures did not always match the intended meaning by its developer. Optimizing this match by testing the interpretation of newly developed pictures in the target population before they are used in the questionnaire is recommended during the further development of the DTTSQ.

Showing All Questions on Separate Screens
The questions of the DTTSQ were shown in separate screens, and respondents were not able to go back to earlier screens. This makes the response process different from that of paper-based questionnaires in which respondents are able to oversee the whole questionnaire, choose the order in which they answer questions, and go back and forth between questions. The answering options of question 4 were subdivided into eight categories shown on eight separate screens. Lacking the complete overview of all answering options may have complicated the decision on whether or not to select an activity because the respondent was not able to see whether or not pictures in coming screens would be a better fit. Giving a complete overview of all answering options, for instance by presenting them as thumbnail images [33] and providing a back option, may help to reduce the amount of problems with response selection.

Limitations
This study was not designed to reach data saturation. The goal was to get a first impression of the response processes of respondents with diverse educational levels completing the prototype of the questionnaire to be able to make informed choices in further development of the questionnaire. Because twenty-four cases were included in this study, it can be assumed that the most common problems have been exposed [34].

Conclusions
The use of plain language and ICT within the DTTSQ has had positive and negative influences on the response processes of the research population.

Results of recent reviews and articles on the comparability of paper-based and electronic versions of questionnaires may give the impression that digitalizing questionnaires can be done without influencing psychometric properties [35-39] and response rates [40-44]. This is true when the digital version is a near copy of the paper-based questionnaire in terms of content and layout. But in an era in which the use of plain language and “inclusive design” or “electronic health for all” [45,46] is being advocated increasingly [47,48], copying the content and layout of the original into the digital version may not be enough.

The results of this study emphasize the importance of two basic recommendations, which are as follows: (1) accompany any adaption of any questionnaire to a new mode of delivery by evidence, demonstrating the difference and equivalence between

the two different modes [49] and (2) scientifically evaluate the applicability of the newly developed mode of the questionnaire in its intended setting, to assess if it meets the standard criteria of validity, reproducibility, and feasibility [50]. Such studies should be designed and executed in a way that suits the (in)abilities of the target population of the questionnaire that is being evaluated. Like the qualitative method chosen in this study suited the (in)abilities of low-educated and/or low-literate participants by not demanding any reading or writing skills from study participants.
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An overview of the screenshots of the Dutch Talking Touch Screen Questionnaire.
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